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Abstract—This work investigates the uplink of massive MIMO
systems using multi-cell MMSE (M-MMSE) combining that
was shown to yield unbounded capacity in Rayleigh fading.
All intra and inter-cell channels are correlated with distinct
per-user Rician factors and channel correlation matrices, pilot
contamination and imperfect channel estimation. First, a closedform approximation of the spectral efficiency (SE) is derived
thus enabling to demonstrate that, under certain conditions on
the correlation matrices, M-MMSE generates unbounded SE in
Rician fading. Second, the impact of inter-cell LoS components is
examined in favorable propagation conditions, and, interestingly,
shown to be more beneficial in terms of SE than when these
interfering links are entirely scattered.
Index Terms—Massive MIMO, M-MMSE, unlimited capacity,
correlated Rician fading, pilot contamination, inter-cell LoS.

I. I NTRODUCTION
By using a large number of antennas, and performing
efficient spatial multiplexing, massive MIMO can generate
scalable ergodic capacities through fairly simple linear processing techniques [1]. Despite the substantial advantages of
massive MIMO, many issues remain to be tackled. In multicell networks, studies have shown that interference emanating
from pilot contamination is a major impediment that limits the
achievable capacity [2]. Interestingly, the authors in [3] show
that by utilizing estimates of all interfering channels, multi-cell
MMSE (M-MMSE) combining mitigates both intra and intercell interference, and therefore yields a spectral efficiency (SE)
that scales with the number of antennas. This work, however,
considers Rayleigh fading which does not encompass Lineof-Sight (LoS) components. On the other hand, in [4], the
authors investigate single-cell combining schemes and show
that interference generated by pilot contamination decreases
as the LoS signals become stronger. Therefore, it is paramount
to investigate M-MMSE when the system involves both LoS
and NLoS signals which calls for Rician fading.
Examining the performance of massive MIMO over Rician
fading channels has received a lot of interest (see [4]–[9]
and references therein). Among these, only a few study the
multi-cell setting with pilot contamination [4], [7], [8]; however with either uncorrelated channels, single-cell detection
techniques, or only intra-LoS channels. Accordingly, in this
work we consider a more general system model wherein
every channel (including the inter-cell links) accounts for a
distinct Rician factor and correlation matrix, in addition to

pilot contamination and imperfect channel state information
(CSI). Such a setting is quite comprehensive and can be
useful for the investigation of systems where the probability
of both intra-cell and inter-cell LoS signals is prevalent like
in heterogeneous networks, emerging UAV aided wireless
systems, to name a few.
The analysis is led using an asymptotic approximation of
the spectral efficiency which we derive in Section II assuming
the infinite antenna regime, and validate in Section III with
a selection of numerical results. The study confirms that MMMSE provides unbounded spectral efficiency even under the
presence of intra and inter-LoS interference, thereby extending
the results in [3] to Rician fading. Additionally, another key
outcome from the analysis shows that settings with intercell LoS components generate increasingly higher spectral
efficiency gains than when the interfering inter-cell channels
are entirely scattered.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider the UL of a TDD system operating over a blockflat fading channel with L base stations (BSs). Each BSj
has Nj antennas and is assigned K single-antenna users.
Throughout the paper, we consider cell j as cell of interest.
Every channel hj`k in the system comprehends a distinct
Rician factor κj`k and channel correlation matrix Θj`k , which
are assumed to be slowly varying compared to the channel
coherence time Tc and hence, supposed to be perfectly known
to BSj . Generally, they can be estimated in a previous
transmission and averaged over several previous estimation
phases (see [10, Section 3.3.3] and references therein) .
Accordingly, let hj`k represent the correlated Rician channel
linking the k−th UE in cell ` to BSj be defined as:
1
2
hj`k = Rj`k
zj`k + hj`k ,

(1)

βj`k
1+κj`k Θj`k

where Rj`k =
with βj`k is the large-scale

fading parameter, zj`k ∼ CN 0, INj depicts the scattered
q (NLoS) signals, and the deterministic quantity hj`k =
βj`k κj`k
Nj
represents the specular
1+κj`k zj`k with zjk ∈ C
Notations: In the sequel, log(.) is the natural logarithm, the N × N
identity matrix is denoted IN , and 0N ×K is the N × K all zeros matrix.
Plus, [A]ij is the element on the i−th row and j−th column of matrix A, and
diag {ai }N
i=1 is the N × N diagonal matrix with ai being its i−th diagonal
element. Finally, B (A, `, j) refers to the `j−th block of the block-matrix A.
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(LoS)
links with Rician factor κj`k ≥ 0. Finally, let Hj =

hj11 . . . hj`k . . . hjLKL denote the aggregate matrix of the
LoS components of BSj . In order to estimate the channels, the
UEs in each cell transmit mutually orthogonal pilot sequences
during a training phase of τ symbols out of the total coherence
interval Tc . To account for pilot contamination, we assume
pilot reuse in every cell. Formally, we consider that the same
pilot is assigned to every k-th UE in each cell, and as such
∀(j, k), the estimates of the channels hj1k , hj2k , . . . , hjLk ,
are correlated. Accordingly, using the MMSE estimation, the
estimate of hj`k is given by:
!
L
X
1 tr
b
(2)
hj`k = Rj`k Φjk
hj`0 k + √ njk + hj`k ,
τρ
0
` =1


b j`k ∼ CN hjk , Rj`k Φjk Rj`k , where Φjk =
thus, h
P
−1
p
L
1
0
, with ρ = 2 and ntr
jk are,
`0 =1 Rj` k + τ ρtr INj
σ
respectively, the SNR and noise during training. In order to
retrieve the signal sent by UE k, BSj uses a linear receiver
gjk ∈ CNj ×1 . As previously mentioned, this work investigates
the multi-cell MMSE combining design for gjk :
X
−1
L X
K
b j`i h
b H + (Zj )−1
b jjk ,
gjk =
h
h
(3)
j`i
`=1 i=1

with (Zj )−1 =

1
ρd INj

+

K
L X̀
X
(Rj`i − Rj`i Φji Rj`i ). Re-

Assumption 2 (Asymptotic linear independence [10]).
∀j, `, k, with λjk = [λj1 k, . . . , λjLk ]T and `0 = 1, . . . , L:
lim inf
Nj

L
1 X
λj`k Rj`k
{λjk :λj`0 k=1 } Nj

2

> 0.

inf

`=1

F

Theorem 1. Under assumptions 1-2, we have:
1
Nj γjk

−

a.s.
1
−−−→
Nj γ jk −
N →∞

1
γ = 
Nj jk

0, s.t:
1

Bjk +

H

1
Nj Hj,k Qjk Hj,k

−1 

(6)

jj

L×L

where
Bjk
∈
R
,
s.t.
[Bjk ]mn
=
1
tr
(R
Φ
R
Z
),
and
Q
is
a
N
×
N
matrix
jnk
jk
jmk
j
j
j
jk
Nj
defined as:

−1
1
−1 H
−1
Qjk =
Hj,/k Djk Hj,/k + Zj
,
(7)
Nj
with Djk ∈ RL(K−1)×L(K−1) such that: ∀ (u, v), 1, . . . , L,
n
oK
B (Djk , u, v) = diag N1j tr (Rjvi Φji Rjui Zj ) i=1 . Finally,
i6=k

the matrix Hj,k ∈ CN ×L collects the LoS components
between BSj and the k−th UE of each cell in the system,
i.e. Hj,k = hj1k , . . . , hjLk ; and Hj,/k is the total specular
matrix of BSj , Hj , without the above Hj,k .

`=1 i=1

Proof: A proof is given in Appendix A.
First, as shown in [10] Assumption 2 implies that for every
UE k in cell j, the correlation matrices Rj`k , ` = 1, . . . , L,
are asymptotically linearly independent. When this holds,
the invertibility of Djk holds, and thus that of Qjk and
H
Bjk + N1 Hj,k Qjk Hj,k is also satisfied, as shown in [3,
Appendix G]. Second, Assumption 1 is classic when analyzing
massive MIMO system with correlated Rician fading. It
implies in addition to the existence of intra and inter-cell
LoS signals. Nonetheless, if we consider Rayleigh fading, i.e.,
∀(j, `, k), κj`,k = 0, the SINR approximation in Theorem
(`,i)6=(j,k)


1
remains valid and in fact, it can be easily shown using
τ
E [log (1 + γjk )] .
(5) the block matrix inversion lemma that (6) will coincide
SEjk = 1 −
Tc
with the result given in [3]. Most importanty, note that the
provided expression in Theorem 1 is an approximation of the
‘ N1j −scaled’ SINR, N1j γjk which approximates to a quantity
III. A NALYSIS OF ACHIEVABLE UL SE
that is strictly greater than zero. As a result, Theorem 1 asserts
We derive in this section closed-form deterministic equiv- that, under Assumptions 1 and 2, using M-MMSE gives rise
alents of the SINR γjk which, according to the continuous to an SINR (and thus a SE) that grows unboundedly with
mapping theorem (CMT) [11], leads to an approximation of Nj . This outcome was demonstrated in [3] for the correlated
the UL SE. These approximations, as shall be asserted by Rayleigh fading wherein ∀(j, `, k), κj`,k = 0, and is validated
simulations, are tight for finite system dimension, and thus here by Theorem 1 for correlated Rician fading systems. In
provide an analytical framework that is valid for different contrast, all recent studies that consider single-cell combining
channel correlation structures and Rician factors. As Nj → ∞, designs such as MRC and conventional MMSE show that
while K is maintained fixed, we consider the following these schemes are limited by pilot contamination even in
assumptions:
Rician fading. For instance, for MRC, the authors in [8]
indicate that this type of interference dissipates under two
Assumption 1. ∀j, `, k,
conditions: asymptotic favorable propagation, and “asymptotic
1
lim supNj kRj`k k2 < ∞, and lim inf Nj Nj tr(Rj`k ) > 0,

spatial orthogonality” between the correlation matrix of the
lim supNj √1
Hj` 2 < ∞, lim inf Nj N1j tr Hj` > 0.
UE of interest Rjjk , and all the other correlation matrices
Nj
calling that the M-MMSE vector is obtained through the
optimization of the UL SINR, note that its expression in
the current system model assuming Rician fading (3) is
analogous to that of Rayleigh fading provided in [3] since
the optimization problem simply reduces to maximizing a
Rayleigh Quotient. Therefore, the derivation of (3) is omitted
for space limitations. Accordingly, the UL SINR and the
achievable spectral efficiency are, respectively, defined as :
 X
−1
bH
b j`i h
b H + (Zj )−1
b jjk , (4)
γjk =h
h
h
j`i
jjk
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related to BSj . However, it is worth mentioning that the latter,
i.e. asymptotic spatial orthogonality is unlikely to occur in
practice [10] and is a much stronger condition than the linear
independence (assumption 2) considered in this work. As for
the classical single-cell MMSE, the work [4] demonstrates that
although the interference due to pilot contamination decreases
with stronger LoS signals, it is only canceled as the Rician
factor grows extremely large.
In Rayleigh fading, other large-scale-fading-decoding
(LSFD) techniques have been shown to provide unbounded
SE as [12]. However, in this work [12], the authors use the
simple MRC as a first layer decoding technique, which in
Rayleigh fading, is only limited by pilot contamination. Then,
this latter is thereafter mitigated through LSFD in the second
layer as suggested in [12]. Nevertheless, the same cannot be
entailed in Rician fading, since MRC suffers from intra and
inter LoS interference in addition to pilot contamination.
In conclusion, by generating a spectral efficiency that
scales with the number of antennas, and this for any level
of strength of LoS, M-MMSE outperforms all conventional
single-cell detectors whose performance remains limited by
pilot contamination in both NLoS and LoS propagation
scenarios. Additionally, the validation of the LSFD scheme
[12] in Rician fading and a comparison with M-MMSE can
be considered as an interesting direction for future work.
The result in Theorem 1 provides an analytical framework
that can be harnessed to examine the various trends of the
spectral efficiency with respect to the different elements
composing the network. In this line, since we consider Rician
channels throughout the network, it is relevant to examine
the impact of assuming inter-cell channels with both NLoS
and LoS components on the overall spectral efficiency. For
the sake of simplicity, we propose to investigate this aspect
through the following case study, notwithstanding that the
outcomes shall be validated in the simulation section.
Case Study: Consider a system with two-cells {1, 2}
each having K = 1 user that use the same pilot during
training. Plus, ∀(j, `, k), let the correlation matrices Θj`k =
INj , and assume favorable propagation conditions between
the channels corresponding the same BS, i.e. for cell 1,
H
a.s.
1
−−−→ 0. Recalling that βj`k represents the largeN1 h111 h121 −
N →∞
scale fading of channel hj`k , plugging these settings in the
SINR approximation (6) leads to the following expression:

11 α12
α11 α11 + κ111 φ11 − α12α+κ
γ 11
121 φ11


=
(8)
α2 +α2
N1
φ11 ρ1 + α11 + α12 − 11φ11 12
β1m1
such that α1m = 1+κ
, and φ11 = α11 +α12 + τ1ρ . Therefore,
1m1
the objective is to investigate the impact of κ121 (rician factor
of inter-cell LoS link between the UE in cell 2 and BS1 )
on the UL SE of cell 1. To this end, a basic derivation of
(8) with respect to κ121 , unfolds that γN111 is an increasing
function of κ121 . In other words, this result demonstrates that
having a combination of diffuse and specular components in
inter-cell channels is more beneficial than when such links are
fully scattered. Plus, the performance gain in terms of SE is
increasingly higher as these inter-cell specular signals become
prevalent. Consequently, this case study unveils the following

BS
BS1 UEs
BS2 UEs
BS3 UEs
BS4 UEs
−100

0

100

AAAA
Fig. 1:

L = 4 Multi-cell network setup with K = 5 UEs each.

result for favorable propagation conditions. Even when the
system undergoes intercell specular interference, the presence
of LoS signals remains a performance enabling factor in terms
of UL spectral efficiency.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
We propose in this section a selection of numerical results
using the L = 4 multi-cell setting in Fig.1 with K = 5 celledge users, and considering the exponential correlation model
[13] with correlation factor 0.5. We fix Tc = 200 symbols,
τ = K, and the SNR at −6dB for intra-cell UEs and between
−6.3dB and −11.5dB for the interfering channels from other
cells. For LoS channels, the specular component [zj`k ]n =
e−j(n−1)π sin(θjjk ) , and each link in the system has a distinct
Rician factor κj`k ∼ U(0, κmax ). The figures illustrate the
spectral efficiency, using the approximations given in Theorem
1 (dotted lines), in addition to MonteCarlo plots carried over
a 1000 channel realizations (solid and dashed lines).
Fig.2 compares M-MMSE, ZF and MRC respective SEs as
functions of the number of antennas. Note that both M-MMSE
and ZF decoding techniques involve inversions of matrices
of similar sizes and thus have fairly the same level of computational complexity. As shown, Fig.2 clearly confirms that
M-MMSE outperforms both single-cell MR and ZF combining
schemes for different levels of the Rician factors. Plus, as can
be seen, the plots validate the accuracy of the approximations
given in Theorem 1 for finite system dimensions and for
different values of κmax . Since the presence of LoS links
enables better SEs for both receivers as clearly depicted by
the solid curves in Fig.2, we illustrate in the following its
impact as “interfering inter-cell” channels. To this end, we
consider in Fig.3 two scenarios of inter-cell channels, wherein
case I considers both NLoS and LoS inter-cell channels (i.e.
∀(j, `, k), κj`,k > 0); while case II represents fully scattered
inter-cell links (i.e. ∀` 6= j, κj`k = 0). Note that the SE in
this figure is plotted with respect to κmax in order to span all
ranges of practical Rician factors and ultimately highlight the
impact of inter-cell specular links in all (prevailing and nonprevailing) LoS propagation environments. As can be seen,
Fig.3 shows that a higher SE is achieved when the intercell channels are composed of both NLoS and LoS signals
(solid lines as compared to the dashes ones), and this in both
favorable and ordinary propagation conditions. Accordingly,
Fig.3 confirms our conclusion in Section III and the case
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Fig. 2: UL SE using M-MMSE, ZF, and MRC with respect to the number
of antennas N , for different levels of Rician factor κmax ∈ {0, 3}. Dotted
lines depict the asymptotic approximation given in Theorem 1.

Fig. 3:

study, which stated that having both NLoS and LoS inter-cell
channels culminates to a better SE than when said links are
fully scattered.

Now, using the Woodburry identity followed by the blockmatrix inversion lemma, we can rewrite γjk as:

UL SE using M-MMSE with respect to κmax for N = 200, in
both ordinanary (Ord.P) and favorable (Fav.P) propagation conditions. Case
I indicates both NLoS and LoS inter-cell channels, while Case II represents
fully scattered inter-cell links

γjk =
1

V. C ONCLUSION
We analyzed in this letter the UL performance of multicell MMSE combining in the context of massive MIMO
systems. Each channel accounts for both NLoS and LoS
components with a distinct spatial correlation and Rician
factor, and is subject to pilot contamination and imperfect
estimation. Considering the large-antenna limit, we derived
closed-form approximations of the achievable spectral efficiency. To highlight the performance gain emanating from
M-MMSE, we compared this latter’s SE with the classic MR
combining. The analysis and numerical results confirm that
M-MMSE allows unbounded UL spectral efficiency, and thus
outperforms single-cell receivers such as MRC. Another key
result shows that even when the LoS is present in forms of
inter-cell interfering links, it remains a performance enablingfactor in terms of spectral efficiency.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
We summarize in this appendix the main steps to obtain
the approximation given in Theorem 1.
First, define the following quantities:
• Aj,/k as:

"

b H A−1 H
b
H
j,k j,/k j,k +



0
0(L−1)×1

01×(L−1)
I(L−1)

−1 # .
jj

(10)
Then, according to the CMT, deriving a deterministic equivalent for γjk (10) essentially culminates to the L × L matrix:
b H A−1 H
b
H
j,k j,/k j,k , whose mn−th entry can be rewritten using
the Woodburry inverse as:
1 bH
b jnk =
h
A−1 h
Nj jmk j,/k
1 bH
b jnk − 1 h
b H Zj,/k H
b j,/k
hjmk Zj,/k h
Nj
Nj jmk

−1
b jnk .
b H Zj H
b j,/k + IL(K−1)
b j,/k Zj h
× H
H
j,/k
(11)

b j`k ∼ CN hj`k , Rj`k Φjk Rj`k , a direct
First, since h
application of the CMT [14] can yield an approximation of
first term in (11), i.e.:

(9)

1 bH
b jnk −
h
Zj h
Nj jmk



1
1 H
a.s.
tr Rjnk Φjk Rjmk Zj +
h
Zj hjnk −−−−→ 0.
N →∞
Nj
Nj jmk
(12)

b j,k ∈ CN ×L : matrix that contains all the estimates
• H
b
b jjk and all its pilot contamintors.).
hj`k , ∀`, ` 6= j, (i.e. h

b j`i ,
b j,/k includes all the estimates h
Second, we recall that H
∀`, with i 6= k, thus implying that it is fully uncorrelated with

Aj,/k =

L X
K
X

b j`i h
b H + (Zj )−1
h
j`i

`=1 i=1
i6=k

b j,/k H
b H + (Zj )−1 ,
=H
j,/k
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b j,k defined above. Consequently, we have:
H


1 bH
1 H
a.s.
b
h
Zj Hj,/k −−−−→ 0,
(13)
h
Zj Hj,/k −
N →∞
Nj jmk
Nj jmk

1 bH
b j,/k − Djk + 1 HH Zj Hj,/k ) −−a.s.
Hj,/k Zj H
−−→ 0,
N →∞
Nj
Nj j,/k
(14)
where Djk as defined in Theorem 1. Putting together the deterministic equivalents in (12)-(14) provides an approximation
b H A−1 h
b
of N1 h
jmk j,/k jnk . Finally, applying a reverse Woodburry
on this deterministic equivalent leads to the expression N1 γ jk
given in Theorem 1, and thus concludes the proof.
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